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A Social Network Unlike Any Others

YouTube in particular operates quite differently from Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram. Since its earliest days, YouTube has been 
as much content distribution platform as social media platform. 

Videos can be embedded into almost any environment. A blog 
post, website home page, and other social networks. 

This idea of taking YouTube content and deploying it all over the 
web means that YouTube content is frequently consumed 
outside of the social network. 

And as such, its viewing patterns don’t track the way users may 
use the platform – or any other social platform, for that matter.

Due to it’s highly-distributed nature, YouTube content often 
delivers engagement long after the content was initially posted. 
Often months or even years later.

YouTube drives the most engaged traffic. Users spend minutes 
— perhaps, hours — educating and entertaining themselves with 
video and have fewer reservations about taking time to discover 
more great content.

Social Media Post-Click Engagement
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YouTube Marketing Has Matured
YouTube is massive and has emerged as a highly influential digital marketplace where brands and their 
audience—customers, prospects, partners, advocates, critics, and competitors—all engage.

According to Pixability’s latest analysis of the YouTube behavior of the Top 100 Brands, viewership is 
growing and engagement is up. It’s a indication that brands’ YouTube strategies have matured. YouTube 
deepens a customer’s familiarity of a brand and strengthens the brand relationship in a way that is not 
possible on other platforms such as TV.

Let’s look at what the Top 100 Brands are doing on YouTube:

• Since YouTube’s launch, the Top 100 Global Brands have published 
a total of 258,000 videos across 1,378 YouTube channels, 
attracting over 9.5 billion total views.

• Since 2009, video publishing rates on YouTube have increased an 
average of 73% annually. 

• Many of these brands fail to reach their audiences because they 
focus more on video production over video marketing. Over 50% 
of the videos produced by the Top 100 brands have less than 
1,000 views.

• YouTube has longer lasting marketing impact than social media 
for the Top 100 Global Brands. Over 30% of the total aggregate 
video views occur 12 weeks after publication.

http://www.pixability.com/top-100-brands-2015/
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YouTube Traffic & User Statistics
Here are some interesting stats on YouTube traffic:

▪ YouTube has more than 1 billion users

▪ The number of hours people are watching on YouTube each 
month is up 50% year over year

▪ Over 4 billion videos are viewed a day

▪ Over 800 million unique users visit YouTube each month

▪ 500 years of YouTube video are watched every day on Facebook

▪ Over 700 YouTube videos are shared on Twitter each minute

YouTube Users:

▪ YouTube has a huge audience, reaching 81.2 percent of Internet 
users in the U.S., according to comScore data.

▪ 18-34 year-olds make up 34% of the site’s page views and 21% of 
the site’s users.

▪ YouTube’s users are relatively evenly split by gender, with 46% of 
the site’s users being female.
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Getting Started on YouTube
The process for launching your own YouTube channel takes 
just a few minutes. You'll then want to customize the channel 
by adjusting a few options, uploading your logo, and linking 
your channel with your other online social networking 
accounts, like Facebook, Twitter and Google+.

▪ First, you need to create your free Google account. If you're 
starting a YouTube channel for your business, set up a 
separate Google/YouTube account from scratch, using a 
unique and non-personal email address.  

▪ The Google username you select will also become your 
YouTube channel name, and a free Gmail address will be 
issued to the account. Use your business name as your 
username or choose something that's clever and that your 
intended audience will identify with. 

▪ The channel name/username should be easy to spell and 
something that people will remember. If your YouTube 
channel will be promoting a product, for example, consider 
using the name of the product (assuming it is not 
copyrighted or trademarked by someone other than you or 
your business) as your username.
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Getting Started on YouTube cont.

Once your channel is created you will need to fill out 
the Home Tab and the About Tab.

Home Tab 

Your profile photo will default to the one you’re using 
on your Google+ account, so if you ever need to 
change it you’ll need to do it there. 

To upload your photo, click the “Add channel art” 
button in the middle of the cover photo area. The 
recommended file size is 2,560 x 1,440 pixels, but 
keep in mind that not all of that file will appear on 
your profile.

About Tab

After getting the visuals in place, click the “About” 
tab on your channel’s home page. Three buttons will 
appear in this section to guide the further 
development of your YouTube account.

Channel description: In this text box, enter a punchy 
description of your brand or the type of content that 
you plan on sending out.

Links: This section helps you connect YouTube to 
your other online profiles. You can select whether to 
display links overlaid on the cover photo and how 
many links will appear there. It also lets you decide 
whether or not to show how many views your 
channel has, and when you created the account.

Add Channels: Use this area to highlight your 
partners, your different departments, or your 
individual employees. If you don’t know of any other 
YouTube channels you want to feature, you can leave 
this section blank and update it after you’ve gotten 
acquainted with the platform.
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YouTube Marketing Best Practices
YouTube is a Marketing Tool

1. When marketing on YouTube keep in mind that it’s just 
another tool in your social media arsenal. YouTube can 
be a very powerful audience building tool but it’s most 
likely not going to be the end destination that benefits 
your business.

2. All of your social platforms including YouTube should 
be interconnected by branding, links and content that 
makes sense for your business. They should also all 
support the main goals of your business and focus on 
the presentation of valuable content to your followers 
and customers.

3. Because of the increased engagement and conversion 
factor of video prioritize video creation and use it as 
the secret ingredient for all of your social media 
campaigns.

4. Leverage YouTube as an audience builder and then 
motivate that audience to take actions that benefit 
them and your business.
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YouTube Marketing Best Practices cont.

Create Content, Not Ads

1. You will notice very quickly that traditional types 

of advertising do not work on YouTube. Even 

company intro or product demo videos don’t 

perform well unless they are done in a creative 

and engaging way.

2. Successful video campaigns take the time to 

create something fun and engaging that tells a 

story. The integration of a product can be very 

apparent but must be done in an authentic and 

relevant way.

3. When creating video content spend some time 

thinking about why and how your followers will 

share your content. This shareability factor is just 

as important as your idea and the execution of it 

in video form.

5 motivations that prompt your audience to share 
your content:

1. To bring valuable and entertaining content to others
2. To define ourselves to others
3. To grow and nourish our relationships
4. Self -fulfillment
5. To get the word out about causes and brands
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YouTube Marketing Best Practices cont.

YouTube Success Takes Time & Patience

Many companies attempting to use YouTube for business 
sign-up for a channel, throw up a few videos and get 
discouraged very quickly when they don’t get any views 
or subscribers. 

1. Keep in mind that now more than ever it takes some 
time and patience to build your YouTube audience. 
Focus on creating the best quality and most valuable 
content you can for your audience.

2. Make sure to promote your YouTube channel. 
Announce it on your blog, email lists and all social 
platforms. You should have permanent YouTube 
buttons above the fold on your website and social 
media platforms.

3. Interact with your followers! They have chosen to 
follow your content and should be rewarded. 
Respond to any comments as soon as you can, and if 
followers have a channel themselves, visit and 
comment on it as well.

• Channel owners are promoting their videos on 
other social networking platforms such as 
Facebook (85%), Twitter (70%), and Google+ 
(45%)

• 53% of channel owners are sharing their videos 
on their own website.

• Only 26% of channel owners are communicating 
with their audience via email.
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YouTube Marketing Best Practices cont.

Help Your YouTube Viewers Get to Your Website

It doesn’t do much good if your YouTube subscribers 
only hang out at your channel, there should be a 
focused effort to push people over to your website.

1. Include a link to your website in the first line of each 
video description.

2. Include links to your site in the “about” section and 
in the header of your channel.

3. Release related programming that on both YouTube 
and your site. For example post part 1 of a video on 
YouTube while part 2 can only be found on your 
site. Use a teaser video on YouTube and direct 
people over to your site for the complete video. 
Post supplemental content, like a blog entry, that is 
only available when they visit your site.
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YouTube SEO
YouTube is the second largest search engine after Google and 
the two play really nicely together. In fact, it seems (although 
Google’s algorithm is top secret) that a YouTube video with 
proper meta data (tags, title, description etc.) has an easier time 
ranking high than just a blog post.

Titles

▪ Titles help audiences understand your content, so be sure to 
pick the right keywords to help describe to your viewers what 
your video is about.

Descriptions

▪ The description describes, to the viewers, what your video is 
about. It's also what appears below the title in any search, so 
make sure you write the important information in the first 2 
sentences. 

▪ Include relevant keywords that will make your video easy to 
find on Google.

▪ Add a transcription of your video script below the first lines 
on the description. This action gives you the opportunity to 
place more relevant keywords for your target audience.
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YouTube SEO cont.

Calls-To-Action

▪ A CTA (call-to-action) is a clear action that you 
want your audience to perform. YouTube lets you 
include a CTA in the form of a clickable button in 
your video. It's highly recommended to always 
include one, to entice your viewers to complete the 
action you’re looking for.

▪ Ask your viewers to subscribe, like, comment or 
share your video through your CTA.

▪ Although YouTube lets you include a CTA button, 
your video should also have a clear CTA at the end.

▪ Measure your CTA performance to learn if your 
video campaign is effective.

▪ A/B testing different CTAs can help you understand 
what your audience wants and learn where your 
leads are coming from.

TAGS

Your tags are the keywords that people will use to find your 
video in a search engine. Therefore, they should be 
consistent and accurate. Make sure you:

• Put your most important keywords first.

• Use quotes for keywords phrases, such as "iPhone app".

• Add long-tail keywords as well such as “best iPhone 
social apps”.
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Analyzing Your Efforts
YouTube Analytics

▪ Demographics

The Demographics feature in YouTube Ananlytics
allows you to view the age, gender and location of 
your viewers. Use this data to evaluate if your actual 
viewers are matching up to your ideal target audience.

• Traffic Source

Traffic Source data shows which platforms are driving 
the most traffic to your videos. This can influence 
where your concentrate your future online marketing 
efforts to make the most of the more effective sources 
and to improve sources that are weaker.

Average View Duration information allows you to see 
the quality of each traffic source (how long viewers 
are watching), as well as the basic number of views 
from each source.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WIgH9UJMd80
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Analyzing Your Efforts cont.

▪ Audience Retention

Absolute Audience Retention and Relative Audience 
Retention reports in YTA allow you to analyze how viewers 
are interacting with specific moments in your videos, as well 
as the video as a whole. This report provides handy graphs, 
which clearly reveal the points in your videos where viewers 
are most engaged and the sections that are causing viewers 
to click away.

Absolute retention shows where people are continuing to 
watch your video as well as the point in the video where they 
switch off. 

Relative retention cleverly tells you how your videos are 
performing compared to other videos of a similar length on 
YouTube.

All of the information you gather should be used to improve 
related follow up videos and even unrelated ones. You can 
learn a lot about the content your audience appreciates and 
their attention spans. Channeling this information into new 
videos will mean you can improve your overall performance.
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Hello from Sprk’d!
Our mission is to help small businesses get 
found, build trust, and spark sales with great 
digital content. 

Schedule Your FREE Assessment with a  
Sprk’d Inbound Marketing Specialist: 
https://sprkd.youcanbook.me/ 

https://sprkd.youcanbook.me/
https://sprkd.youcanbook.me/
https://sprkd.youcanbook.me/
https://sprkd.youcanbook.me/
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